In this, we introduce and study different generalizations of prime ideals in Boolean like semi rings. Further, we give characterizations of these classes of ideals.
Introduction
The notion of Boolean like semi rings have been introduced and studied by Venkateswarlu et al in [6] . A Boolean like semi ring R is a left near ring of characteristic 2 in which ab = ab(a+b+ab), ∀a, b ∈ R. A Boolean like semi ring R is weak commutative if abc = acb, ∀a, b, c ∈ R and a subgroup I of a Boolean like semi ring R is called an ideal if RI ⊆ I and (r + a)s + rs ∈ I, a ∈ I, and r, s ∈ R . In [5] , the authors have introduced the notions of almost prime and almost primary ideals in Boolean like semi rings analogous to the notions of almost prime and almost primary ideals in commutative rings with unity. Also, certain characterizations were given. In this paper, we continue to study different generalizations of prime ideals in Boolean like semi rings by considering weakly prime, weakly primary, 2-absorbing and weakly 2-absorbing ideals. Also,we establish relations among these generalized prime ideals.
Through out this paper, R stands for a Boolean like semi ring.
Certain Classes of Generalized Prime ideals
We begin with the following; Definition 2.1. Let I be an ideal of R. I is called 2-absorbing if abc ∈ I implies ab ∈ I or bc ∈ I or ac ∈ I. The ideals I = {0} and J = {0, p} are 2-absorbing ideals.
Remark 2.3. Every prime ideal is 2-absorbing.
Proof. Let I be a prime ideal and abc ∈ I. Then, ab ∈ I or c ∈ I ⇒ a ∈ I or b ∈ I or c ∈ I, so that ab ∈ I or bc ∈ I or ac ∈ I. Hence, I is 2-absorbing.
The converse of the above remark is not true. For instance the ideal I = {0} of H 4 in example 2.2 is 2-absorbing but not prime, since p 2 = 0 ∈ I but p / ∈ I. We recall the following from [5] . Definition 2.4. If I is an ideal of R, then the set, √ I = {a ∈ R : a n ∈ I, for some natural number n }, is called the radical of I.
Note : In general √ I is not an ideal. However √ I is an ideal of R if R is weak commutative, [2] . Further we have the following, Theorem 2.5. Let R be weak commutative. If I is 2-absorbing ideal of R, then √ I is 2-absorbing.
Proof. Let a, b, c ∈ R such that abc ∈ √ I ⇒ (abc) n ∈ √ I for some n ∈ N. That is, abc ∈ I or (abc) 2 ∈ I or (abc) 3 ∈ I. Case 1. If abc ∈ I, then we are done, since I is 2-absorbing and
3 ∈ I, then (abc) 2 ∈ I and the result follows from case 2.
Definition 2.6. An ideal I of R is said to be primary 2-absorbing if abc ∈ I implies ab n ∈ I or bc m ∈ I or ac k ∈ I for some n, m, k ∈ Z and a, b, c ∈ R.
Example 2.7. Every 2-absorbing ideal of R is primary 2-absorbing.
Theorem 2.9. If I is semi prime and primary 2-absorbing ideal of a weak commutative R, then I is 2-absorbing.
Proof. Let abc ∈ I. Then ab n ∈ I or bc m ∈ I or ac k ∈ I for some n, m, k ∈ Z. If ab n ∈ I, then ab ∈ I or ab 2 ∈ I or ab 3 ∈ I. If ab ∈ I, we are done. If ab
Hence I is 2-absorbing. The proofs for the remaining cases are similar. Theorem 2.13. Let R be weak commutative. If I is semi-prime and 2-potent ideal of R, then I is prime.
, since I is 2-potent ⇒ a ∈ I or b ∈ I, since I is semi prime . Hence I is prime.
Remark 2.14.
1. If I is semi-prime and primary, then I is prime.
2. Let I be 2-potent prime. Then I is almost primary if and only if I is primary.
Theorem 2.15. If R is weak comutative and I is a 2-potent ideal of R, then I is 2-absorbing.
2 ∈ I or c 2 ∈ I, since I is 2-potent ⇒ ab ∈ I or c ∈ I ⇒ ab ∈ I or ac ∈ I or bc ∈ I. Hence I is 2-absorbing. Remark 2.16. A 2-absorbing ideal need not be 2-potent.
Example 2.17. Consider the ideal I = {0} in example 2.2. Then I = I 2 = {0} and 0 = p 2 ∈ I, but p / ∈ I. Thus, I is not 2-potent but I is 2-absorbing.
Definition 2.
18. An ideal I of R is said to be weakly prime if 0 = ab ∈ I implies a ∈ I or b ∈ I.
Theorem 2.19. Let I be semi-prime. Then I is almost primary if and only if I is weakly prime.
Proof. Suppose I is semi prime; (⇒) Assume that I is almost primary and let 0 = ab ∈ I. Then, a n ∈ I for some n or b ∈ I. If b ∈ I, we are done. Assume b / ∈ I, then a n ∈ I ⇒ a ∈ I or a 2 ∈ I or a 3 ∈ I. If a ∈ I, we are done. If a 2 ∈ I, then a ∈ I, since I is semiprime. If a 3 ∈ I, then a 2 ∈ I ⇒ a ∈ I. (⇐) If I is weakly prime , then I is almost primary is easy to see. 3. For all a ∈ R − I, (I : Ra) = I or (I : Ra) = (0 : Ra).
Proof. (1 ⇒ 2) Suppose I is weakly prime and let a ∈ R − I. Let y ∈ I. Then yRa ⊂ I ⇒ y ∈ (I : Ra). Thus, I ⊂ (I : Ra). Let x ∈ (0 : Ra) ⇒ x(ra) = 0 for all r ∈ R ⇒ x(ra) ∈ I for all r ∈ R ⇒ x ∈ (I : Ra). Thus, (0 : Ra) ⊂ (I : Ra). Therefore, we have, I ∪ (0 : Ra) ⊂ (I : Ra). On the other hand, Let x ∈ (I : Ra) ⇒ xra ∈ I for all r ∈ R. Now, if xra = 0 for all r ∈ R, we have,x ∈ (0 : Ra). If xra = 0. Then, x ∈ I or ra ∈ I, since I is weakly prime ⇒ x ∈ I since ra ∈ I is not possible, for if ra ∈ I for all r ∈ R would imply a ∈ I. Thus, (I : Ra) ⊂ I ∪ (0 : Rs). Therefore, (I : Ra) = I ∪ (0 : Ra). (2 ⇒ 3) Suppose (I : Ra) = I ∪ (0 : Ra) for all a ∈ R − I. Clearly I ⊂ (I : Ra) and (0 : Ra) ⊂ (I : Ra). It remains to show (I : Ra) ⊂ I or (I : Ra) ⊂ (0 : Ra). Suppose x ∈ (I : Ra), a ∈ R − I ⇒ xra ∈ I for all r ∈ R. If xra = 0 for all r ∈ R, then x ∈ (0 : Ra) ⇒ (I : Ra) ⊂ (0 : Ra), so that (I : Ra) = (0 : Ra). If xra = 0 for all r ∈ R, then x / ∈ (0 : Ra) ⇒ x ∈ I, since (I : Ra) = I ∪ (0 : Ra) ⇒ (I : Ra) = I (3 ⇒ 1) Suppose for a ∈ R − I, (I : Ra) = I or (I : Ra) = (0 : Ra). Let 0 = xy ∈ I and y / ∈ I ⇒ (xy)r ∈ I, for all r ∈ R ⇒ x(ry) ∈ I, for all r ∈ R, since R is weak commutative ⇒ x ∈ (I : Ry) Case 1. If (I : Ry) = I, then x ∈ I and hence we are through. Case 2. If (I : Ry) = (0 : Ry), then we have, x ∈ (0 : Ry) ⇒ xry = 0, for all r ∈ R ⇒ xyr = 0 for all r ∈ R. Now, put r = 1 (right unity). Then xy = 0, which is not possible. Thus, the second case does not arise.
Remark 2.21. It is clear that Prime ⇒ weakly prime ⇒ weakly primary.
We prove the partial converse in the following.
Theorem 2.22. If an ideal I is both weakly primary and semi-prime ideal of R, then I is weakly prime.
Proof. Let 0 = ab ∈ I, then a n ∈ I or b ∈ I, since I is weakly primary. If b ∈ I, we are done. If b / ∈ I, then a ∈ I or a 2 ∈ I or a 3 ∈ I. If a ∈ I, we are done. If a 2 ∈ I, then a ∈ I since I is semi-prime. If a 3 ∈ I, then a 2 ∈ I ⇒ a ∈ I. Thus, I is weak prime.
Theorem 2.23. For an ideal I of R, I is weakly primary if and only if (I :
Proof. (⇒) Let I be weakly primary and x ∈ R − I. Clearly (
. Hence, (I : x) = (I 2 : x). If yx = 0, y n ∈ I, since x ∈ I and I is weakly primary. (⇐) Let 0 = ab ∈ I, and a, b ∈ I. If b ∈ I we are done. Otherwise, let b / ∈ I. ⇒ a ∈ (I : b). case 1: If (I : b) ⊆ √ I, then a ∈ √ I ⇒ a n ∈ I for n = {1, 2, 3}. Case 2. If (I : b) = (I 2 : b) and (I : b) √ I, then there exists z ∈ (I : b) and z n / ∈ I, for all n ∈ Z. Now, z ∈ (I : b) ⇒ zb ∈ I, ∀b ∈ R − I. In particular, for b = z, z 2 ∈ I which is a contradiction to z n / ∈ I for all n. Hence the second case does not arise. Definition 2.24. An ideal I of R is said to be weakly 2-absorbing if 0 = abc ∈ I implies ab ∈ I or bc ∈ I or ac ∈ I. Theorem 2.25. Let I and J be distinct weakly prime ideals of R. Then I ∩ J is weakly 2-absorbing.
Proof. Let 0 = abc ∈ I ∩ J. Then abc ∈ I and abc ∈ J ⇒ ab or c ∈ I and ab orc ∈ J. Thus, the following four cases arise : Case 1. ab ∈ I and ab ∈ J ⇒ ab ∈ I ∩ J Case 2. ab ∈ I and c ∈ J ⇒ a ∈ I or b ∈ I and c ∈ J, since 0 = ab ∈ I and I is weakly prime. ⇒ a ∈ I, c ∈ J or b ∈ I, c ∈ J ⇒ ac ∈ I, ac ∈ J or bc ∈ I, bc ∈ J ⇒ ac ∈ I ∩ J or bc ∈ I ∩ J, Case 3. c ∈ I and ab ∈ J is similar to case 2. Case 4. c ∈ I and c ∈ J ⇒ ac ∈ I, ac ∈ J. Hence, in any case, the result follows.
Theorem 2.26. Let I be weakly prime ideal of R. Then I is weakly 2-absorbing.
Proof. Let 0 = abc ∈ I. Then a ∈ I or bc ∈ I ⇒ a ∈ I or b ∈ I or c ∈ I ⇒ ab ∈ I or ac ∈ I or bc ∈ I. Therefore, I is weakly 2-absorbing. Definition 2.27. Let I be a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R and a, b, c ∈ R. We say (a,b,c) is a triple zero of I if abc = 0 and ab / ∈ I,bc / ∈ I, ac / ∈ I.
Theorem 2.28. Suppose I is weakly 2-absorbing and (a,b,c) is a triple zero of I, then
Proof.
1. Suppose abI = 0 ⇒ ∃x ∈ I such that abx = 0 ⇒ abx + abc = 0, since abc = 0 ⇒ ab(x + c) = 0 ⇒ b(x + c) ∈ I or a(x + c) ∈ I since ab / ∈ I ⇒ bx + bc ∈ I or ax + ac ∈ I ⇒ bc ∈ I or ac ∈ I, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis that (a, b, c) is triple zero of I. Consequently, abi = 0 for all i ∈ I, that is, abI = 0. With a similar argument, we can show that bcI = 0 = acI.
Suppose aI
2 = 0 ⇒ ∃x, yI such that axy = 0 Note that xy ∈ I 2 = { f inite a i b i : a i , b i ∈ I}. By repeated application of weak commutativity, we have axy = axy + abc + aby + acx = axy + axc + abc + aby = a(c+y) + ab(c+y) = a(c+y)x + a(c+y)b = a(c+y)(x+b) = a(b+x)(c+y). Thus, axy = a(b + x)(c + y) ∈ I. Since I is 2-absorbing, we have either a(b + x) ∈ I or a(c + y) ∈ I or (b + x)(c + y) ∈ I. Now, Case 1. Suppose a(b + x) ∈ I. ⇒ab + ax ∈ I ⇒ab + ax = i, i∈ I ⇒ ab = i + ax ∈ I ⇒ ab ∈ I which is a contradiction since (a,b,c) is triple zero of I . Case 2. Suppose a(c + y) ∈ I ⇒ ac + ay ∈ I ⇒ ac ∈ I which is again a contradiction. Case 3: Suppose (b + x)(c + y) ∈ I ⇒ (b + x)c + (b + x)y ∈ I ⇒ (b + x)c + bc + bc + (b + x)y + by + by ∈ I ⇒ bc + by + i 1 + i 2 ∈ I, where i 1 = (b + x)c + bc ∈ Iandi 2 = (b + x)y + by ∈ I ⇒ bc + by ∈ I ⇒ bc ∈ I which is a contradiction. Hence aI 2 = {0}. Similarly we can show that bI 2 = cI 2 = {0}.
